
PUBLIC KIOSK SAFETY
A kiosk is a small, stand-alone booth typically placed in public utility places or high-traffic areas. 
It typically provides information and applications on education, commerce, entertainment, and a 
variety of other topics. Public kiosks are convenient and can be found in most airports, parks, hotels, 
and conference centers. If you have spent any time traveling through an airport, you have seen a 
public charging and free Wi-Fi kiosk. These public kiosks have made our life easier. But most come 
with unseen and unintended consequences, especially those which use USB cables to charge your 
device. So, before you plug your phone or login into one of these kiosks, there are some serious 
security issues and ramifications which needs serious discussion.

Most of us might have been in 
a situation where our mobile 
phone is running out of battery. 
Nowadays no one is worried 
when your phone beeps with 
low battery as most public plac-
es are equipped with charging 
stations. If you are at an airport, 
railway station or a shopping 
mall, it is not that big a prob-
lem because these places often 
have charging stations installed 
that can be used to charge the 
battery of almost any mobile 
phone; and the kiosk will have 

a suitable charging port for your 
phone.

These Public kiosk with mobile 
charging stations are convenient 
but at the same time, it also has 
serious security risks associated 
with. When we think of cyber-at-
tack methods and threats, most 
of us think of insecure network 
connections, phishing emails, 
and malicious websites only. 

We may not think of a cyber threat  through  a public USB power station. Use of 
freely available charging station make you open to illegal hacking called 

‘Juice jacking’ - hacking through USB ports
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This method of leveraging the USB data/
power cable to illegitimately access the 
phone’s data and/or inject malicious 
code onto the device is known as Juice 
Jacking. Essentially, cybercriminals hi-
jack your power supply channel and 
use it for their own nefarious deeds.

The attack could be as simple as an 
invasion of privacy, wherein your phone 
pairs with a computer concealed within 
the charging kiosk and information like 
private photos and contact information 
and are transferred to the malicious 

device. The attack could also 
be as invasive as an injection 
of malicious code directly into 
your device where in it can lead 
to hacking of your personal and 
financial accounts leading to fi-
nancial loss. 

Cyber criminals try install mal-
ware on a victim’s device and/
or steal data while they use the charg-
ing ports. This process can include in-
stalling tracking programs and mirror-
ing their screen to see (and record) any 

passwords and PIN codes they enter 
while the device is charging. Hence, 
sometimes juice jacking is also known 
as “juice filming” or “juice filming charg-
ing attacks.”

But what exactly is Juice Jacking ? 
How does it work
The Answer is, 
‘One Cord Two Functions’
Regardless of the kind of latest smart phone you have – be it an 
Android device or iPhone, –there is one common feature across all 
phones viz., the power supply and the data stream pass through the 
same cable. Whether you are using the USB miniB connection or 
Apple’s proprietary cables, it’s the same situation:

The cable used to recharge the battery in your phone is the same cable you use to transfer and sync your data 
viz., Data/Power being on the same cable, makes it easy for a malicious user to gain access to any phone during 
the charging process;

Types of Juice Jacking

There are two types of juice jacking. 
Juice jacking is a broad enough cate-
gory that it doesn’t just involve the use 
of malicious or compromised USB wall 
chargers for data theft. It also includes 
the use of compromised smartphone 
charging cables.

Juice jacking attacks typically fall under 
one of two categories:

Data Theft: This type of juice jacking 
occurs when victims plug their devices 
into compromised or fake charging sta-

tions using their data-transmitting USB 
cables. This allows the hackers to steal 
information, including passwords and 
pins.

Malicious Installations: This type of 
juice jacking involves the victims using 
compromised mobile device acces-
sories such as charging cables. Such 
a device looks like a regular lightning 
charging cable, but it’s essentially a 
phone charger that steals your info. 
Hackers could potentially use these 
compromised cables to transmit ma-

licious payloads from your device to a 
nearby device that they control that is 
within Wi-Fi range.

Note: The use of these charging sta-
tions can also offer malicious users a 
window to your device even after you 
are no longer in contact with the kiosk: 
the kiosk you just recharged your Phone 
can maintain a Wi-Fi to your device for 
continued access even after you have 
unplugged your phone.
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How to Avoid being a victim of Juice Jacking ?

As a precautionary measure it is better 
to avoid charging your phone using a 
third-party system unless it is extremely 
necessary. 
•	 Keep Your Devices charged: Keep 

your mobile device charged. Make 
it a habit to charge your phone at 
your home and office when you are 
not actively using it or sitting at 
your desk doing your work. 

•	 Carry your 
charging ca-
ble: Chargers 
have become 
so small and 
lightweight that 
they scarce-
ly weigh more 
than the actual USB cable they at-
tach to. Throw a charger in your bag 
so you can charge your own phone 
and maintain control over the data 
port.

•	 Carry a Power 
bank as Backup: 
You can opt to 
carry an exter-

nal reserve battery you can travel 
longer without needing to use a ki-
osk or wall outlet.

•	 Make use of AC 
adapters: Juice 
jacking is not pos-
sible if a device is 
charged via the AC 
adapter 

•	 Lock Switch off Your 
Phone before charging: When your 
phone is locked and inaccessible 
without the input of a PIN or equiv-
alent pass code, your phone should 
not pair with the device it is con-
nected to. 

•	 Disable data sharing: Do not ac-
cept the request to allow the ca-
ble to be used for data transfer. In 
case only a data cable is accessi-
ble, ‘cancel’ the request to transfer 
data, hence, disabling the data flow 
and allow it to only charge.

•	 Switch off Your Phone before 
charging: While charging your 
phone at public charging stations it 
is better to switch off your phone as 

it averts the possibility of Malware 
attack.

•	 Use USB “Condoms” or Power-On-
ly USB Cables in Public: USB con-
doms are actually devices that can 
be used as a buffer between your 
data charging cable and a public 
USB port. Essentially, they’re data 
blockers, it simply needs to be 
connected to the USB cable and 
which prevents data transfer when 
the mobile is connected to a public 
USB charging station.

  In other words, this device simply 
converts your USB cable into a mere 

charging cable, blocking data transfer.

Power-Only USB cables are USB ca-
bles with the data wires either removed 
called as “power only” cables, these 
cables are missing the two wires nec-
essary for data transmission and have 
only the two wires for power transmis-
sion remaining. By using such cables 
your device will usually charge more 
slowly than modern chargers. 

According to police sources, there is 
steep rise in the number of victims of 
juice jacking. As these ports at the ki-
osks are not properly monitored, they 
can be easily tampered with. Inside 
that tempting cord is an extra chip that 
deploys hidden malware on your phone 
to download information without your 
knowledge. One must be aware that 
these cords are also designed to trans-
fer data, not just power. Let us see a few 
examples 

Example case 1: 
Mr. Kumar Mishra was in Central Delhi’s 
Connaught Place for a reunion when his 

iPhone vibrated in his jeans pocket. It 
wasn’t a text. A ‘low battery’ caution had 
popped up on the screen. The 39-year-
old plugged into a nearby free USB 
power charging station. The party was 
to be spoiled soon when he received 
a message that Rs 50,000 has been 
debited from his bank account, though 
he had not made any such transaction.

Example Case 2: 
Fashion designing student Sushmita 
Purohit, who often visits South Delhi’s 
Khan Market, was also shocked when 
objectionable content had been posted 
on her social media.  pages - without 

her knowledge. She immediately re-
ported the post in the social media and 
the posts were removed. When she rec-
ollected, she could recollect connecting 
her phone to a free charging station at 
Khan Market. 

Note: A victim of “Juice Jacking” can 
move to police with a request for FIR 
under section 66 of Indian Information 
Technology Act and moreover, he can 
seek for claim too under section 43 of 
Information Technology Act.
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